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Ensure the availability and integrity of your website
with 24.7.365 monitoring
Website defacement or downtime could have a
significant impact on public perception and cause
tremendous reputational damage to organisations.
To contain the fallout, you have to rectify the
problem as quickly as you can. However, without
access to the relevant expertise, response time will
be slow and there is no telling how many people will
view the affected site before the issue is resolved.

QUANN WEBSITE DEFACEMENT DETECTION
Quann Website Defacement Detection provides comprehensive 24.7.365 monitoring of your websites, web
applications, web transactions and web services. This helps ensure availability and integrity, and enables
you to respond quickly and more effectively in the event of an attack.
• Automatically detects if a website is unavailable.
• Provides continuous monitoring of website
content for any form malicious activity such as
defacement or replacement of banners and logos
with alternative images.

• A Quann security analyst will notify you within
15 minutes if your website has been defaced,
so that you can take immediate action to rectify
the issue.

BENEFITS
Safeguards your business reputation with
in-country 24.7.365 monitoring
Quann provides localised monitoring though our
in-country Security Operations Centres which
operate 24.7.365. In conjunction with Quann
Rescue, this service provides effective incident
detection and response to ensure the integrity and
availability of your websites.
Minimises operational overheads
With Website Defacement Detection services
provided by a dedicated pool of Quann security
experts, you do not have to incur costs in training
in-house security staff or in meeting operational
overheads for round-the-clock monitoring.

Simplifies costs
Quann Website Defacement Detection comes with no
hidden costs. Instead of charges based on modules
and the number of access rights to the dashboard,
the service is billed at a fixed monthly rate.
Ensures minimal impact on website performance
Our service makes use of simplified queries which
are very bandwidth-efficient. It thus has very little
impact on website performance and connectivity
costs compared with monitoring services that
typically scan through all the URLs
within a website.

THE ART AND SCIENCE OF BEING CYBER SECURE

For more information, please contact us at info@quannsecurity.com
or visit our website at quannsecurity.com

